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Career Day ~ January 27, 2016 
 

All GATE program classes will be celebrating Career Day with an 
inter-grade “College Fair” which students will research and organize 

themselves. Parents are all invited!

     OUR GATE ENRICHMENT MANTRA  

“The future will require individuals who are 
able to formulate new problems, come up with 
new solutions, and adapt readily to the new 
ideas of others.”-     ~ Csikszentmihalyi & Wolfe   

 

To this goal, we aim to foster and 
encourage: 

Originality Elaboration   Curiosity 
Flexible Thinking    Willingness to 

take Calculated Risks   Preference for 
Challenging Complexity  Keen 

Intuitions 
 

 

Kindergarten 
 

 
 

 
We are working on how to be kind to each other. Students are working in 
teams of two to write and describe situations and/or problems as well as 

solutions that kids face in school. Students are creating and designing in class 
100 things using Legos and paper cups. 

 
   

 



First Grade 
 

 

 
 
   We have been actively engaged in continually enriching our days with art, music, theater 
and language study. In addition to learning about the lives of Georges Seurat and Georgia 
O’Keefe, we have observed several of their creations and emulated their styles and 
techniques as well. 
   We have also been privileged to bring our reading experiences to life! After having read 
Meet the Dooples and The Dooples and the Shapes, by Lynn Hunter, we became 
theatergoers and attended a performance entitled The Dooples, at the Cherry Lane Theater! 
Not only did we meet the author, Dr. Hunter, who even came to greet us on our bus, but 
we also interacted with the band and the actors. To make this event even more exciting, we 
received a copy of The Dooples book to keep and read whenever we wished to do so! 
   To further our knowledge and exposure to music, we are part of the Musical Explorers at 
Carnegie Hall. It, too, has been quite an experience! What a thrill it was to be at this famous 
concert hall and take part in the performance! We listened to the musical artists about 
whom we learned and even sang and moved to the rhythms we were taught! 
   First grade GATE is constantly working on increasing our vocabulary. We have begun a 
“Word of the Week” program and each child chooses a word that he/she finds extraordinary 
or at least, unique. Our words are placed on a giant word jar and every child can check 
these words daily. 
   We have also begun or “Presenter of the Week”. Children who wish to share their 
interests, talents, etc. are invited to present them to the class. What fun it is to sing, dance, 
create, and show our classmates another aspect of our beings!  
   Without a doubt, our days are filled with learning and fun. We’re engaged and active, and 
for us, time does run!  

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

Second grade 

 
 
The second grade GATE class has completed their research on the fascinating life of 
Leonardo da Vinci. The students chose an aspect of his life that most interests them. 
Those areas included: Inventor, Scientist, Naturalist, Artist, Architect and Engineer. They 
will now create projects of their choice to teach us what they have learned. Past 
presentations have included scrapbooks, PowerPoints, plays, popup books, and models. 
This is such an exciting time in Class 2-203! We can't wait to see what our experts come 
up with! We are also ready to participate in our Joyce Theater Residency. We will practice 
the dance movements of Alvin Nikolais which is called "Tensile Involvements". We will use 
our curiosity, imagination, and creativity as we learn how to extend our bodies. 
   

 

third grade 

 
 

Third graders are deep into division and studying our multiplication tables.  

We are also looking forward to learning more about Dash and Dot, our very own 
robot.  Coding is fun and easy when we watch Dash actually move the way we 
program him to. 

Thanks to Mrs. Kelly, we have begun exploring with Lego Story Starters.  We are 
learning about plot, characters, and setting while using Legos! This program 
makes writing fun and engaging for all of the students in the class. 

 
    
   

 



 
 
 

Fourth Grade 

 The due date for our Exploravision 
projects (science and technology 
competition) is coming up fast! 
Conducting research, creating models, 
and compiling a website are just some of 
activities in this innovative unit. My 
students’ creative and well-thought out 

inventions are sure to change the world! 
 

 
 

 After working on reading skills and 
strategies, GATE 4 has begun their 
Literature Circles. These collaborative 
discussions, where every student has a 
chance to be a leader, is changing the 
way we think about reading! 

 

 

In December, we were fortunate 
to see the Nutcracker performance 
at Lincoln Center. Nutcracker-
inspired poems and dances 
culminated in our fourth grade 
presentation of the Nutcracker! 

 

 
 

 
 

 Long division, two and three-step 
problems, and tricky math puzzles 
are some of the topics we’ve covered 
in math. We’ve also been hard at 
work on some very challenging Math 

Olympiads problems. 



 
 

 

 

 

GO P.S. 174Q G.A.T.E.!!! 

fifth Grade 

      
Carnegie Hall Link Up is our music program practicing both in songs and with recorders 
funded once again by Target Field Trip Grants. We will be accompanying the orchestra in 
May and we can’t wait to show what we have learned. (GATE 3, 4, 5) 

Learning Latin continues to bring a new and enlightening dimension to understanding 
literacy and the origins of language. 

Even though it's cold outside, we will be carrying on first-hand science research with our 
indoor gardens.  We hope to have vegetables and fruits within the next few months. 

GATE 3, 4, and 5 classes are eagerly partnering to discuss, write and learn, using two 
wonderful websites: Wonderopolis (http://wonderopolis.org) and The Literacy Shed 
(www.litereacyshed.com)! 

4 & 5 grade GATE classes continues their investments through the Stock Market Game. 
We have also shared our financial literacy savvy through our class InvestWrite essays, 
giving advice to potential young investors. 

4 & 5 grade GATE just completed biographical essays on famous African Americans and 
their influence during the Harlem Renaissance.  

We can hardly wait to begin our Joyce Dance in Education Program in Grades 1-5, with a 
residency studying the works of Nikolais/Louis, and two performance trips in the Spring. 

We’re linking our Core Curriculum to brainstorming discussions of Junior Great Books, 
learning advanced strategies for reading comprehension and higher-order thinking. 

Students made some wonderful picture books as part of the Ezra Jack Keats Bookmaking 
Contest.  These entries have been judged, and are on the way to the EJK Foundation. 

STEM activities - 5th graders are using the following interactive programs to enhance 
their learning experience - Bookopolis to post online reviews of their favorite books, 
TenMarks for enrichment math activities, Spelling City for spelling and vocabulary 
support, Hour of Code for online programming, and Google Classroom for sharing work 
with colleagues. 
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